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ABSTRACT: Bipolar magnetic semiconductors (BMSs) show great promise in
spintronic devices because of their spin-dependent transport properties. Twodimensional (2D) BMSs with electrically controllable spin polarization are ideal
materials for bipolar manipulating the spin orientations at the nanoscale. Here, we
systematically screened 2D BMSs from the 2DMatPedia database and found 11
promising candidates from 6531 structures. We attribute the formation of BMS
electronic structure to the strong crystal field effect and low spin-exchange splitting in
these structures. Moreover, we proposed an alternative way to construct BMS via
engineering of heterostructures. The unique electronic structures of BMS can be
achieved by stacking two half semiconductors with interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling
and type-II band alignment. This approach was verified in CrI3/VI3 and CrSCl/CrSBr
bilayer systems. Our work not only provides potential candidates of BMSs but also gives
insight into the formation mechanism of BMSs, which will stimulate the experimental
synthesis and application of BMSs.
KEYWORDS: 2D bipolar magnetic semiconductors, high-throughput calculations, heterostructures, crystal field effect,
spin-exchange interaction
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INTRODUCTION
Spintronics, utilizing the spin degree of electrons, has attracted
researchers’ interest for its applications in information storage,
logic devices, and tunnel transistors. The fabrication of twodimensional (2D) magnetic materials opens the doors for
spintronic devices at the nanoscale. However, generation of
polarized spin current and spin manipulation/detection are still
challenges in this field.1 The concept of half metal was
proposed hereafter, in which one of the spin channels is
metallic and the other is insulating.2 Thus, it can provide 100%
spin-polarized current. In recent years, a more ideal material,
bipolar magnetic semiconductor (BMS), was put forward to
meet the requirement of spin manipulation.3,4 In contrast to
fixed spin-polarization in half metals, the spin orientations of
BMS can be reversibly tuned by an electric-field. This is due to
the unique band structure of BMS, in which the band structure
splits into two sub-bands with opposite spin directions for
VBM and CBM. Thus, by electron/hole doping, it will become
a half-metal with spin-up/spin-down carriers at the Fermi level.
They have potential applications in spin filter, spin valve, or
spin separators.3,4 In the past few years, several 2D BMSs were
theoretically predicted, including MnPSe3 nanosheet,5 Janus
MXene,6 monolayer NbS2,7 MoI3,8 and a DPP-based metal−
organic framework.9 While, the experimentally synthesized 2D
magnetic semiconductors CrI310 and CrGeTe311 are half
semiconductors (HSCs) whose VBM and CBM belong to
the same spin channel.12 Until now, the experimental
© 2022 American Chemical Society

realization of BMS is still lacking, which hinders its application
in spintronics. Thus, it is emergent to search and design
experimentally reachable 2D BMSs.
With the development of material science, several 2D
materials databases are constructed through high-throughput
calculations, e.g., C2DB,13 2DMatPedia.14 Abundant materials
with desired chemical and physical properties were screened
out by utilizing these databases. For example, Liu et al.
discovered several 2D materials with topological flat bands in
the 2DMatPedia database;15 Yang et al. identified 9 potential
2D catalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction.16 It should be
mentioned that in a recent work, Wang and co-workers
screened out 11 BMSs from the Materials Project database,17
but in a three-dimensional form. Therefore, searching from the
2D materials databases is an effective way to discover 2D
BMSs. Another way is to create BMS by stacking the
experimentally realized 2D magnetic semiconductors. This
idea is stimulated by a recent report, in which a magnetic
semiconductor with a topologically nontrivial band structure
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Figure 1. High-throughput screening flow of BMSs. (a) Initial screening flow from the 2DMatPedia database. (b) The upper panel shows the
structural evolution in the corresponding step in part a. The lower panel shows the structural distribution of the 284 energy favorable structures. (c)
Second screening flow for the 84 candidates in the initial screening.
heterostructures, optB86b functional27,28 was used to consider the van
der Waals interlayer interaction. A cutoff energy of 700 eV was
adopted. The on-site Coulomb interaction Ueff of the d orbital of Cr
and V are chosen as 2.8 eV (U = 3.9 eV, J = 1.1 eV) and 3.68 eV (U =
3.68 eV, J = 0 eV) for CrI3/VI3 heterostructure, respectively. These U
values were determined with a linear response method.29−31 For the
CrSCl/CrSBr bilayer system, the Hubbard U term was switched off,
for it can better describe the interlayer coupling for bulk CrSBr, which
is discussed in Note 1 in the Supporting Information.

could be produced by stacking two topologically trivial
ferromagnetic semiconductors.18
In this Forum Article, we screened out BMSs from the
2DMatPedia database and proposed a design principle for
BMSs. By searching from the 2DMatPedia database and highthroughput calculations, we screened out 11 BMSs with robust
ferromagnetism and high stability. Three of them are
experimentally synthesized, and two of them are suitable for
bipolar doping. By analyzing their electronic structures, we
conclude that the strong crystal field effect and low spinexchange splitting are responsible for the observed BMS
property for them. Moreover, we proposed that BMS can be
obtained by stacking two HSCs with interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling and type-II band alignment, which was verified
in CrI3/VI3 and CrSCl/CrSBr bilayer systems. Our work will
stimulate the experimental realization and application of BMS
in spintronics.

■

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We started from the 2DMatPedia database,14 which contains
6531 entries and 5279 electronic structures. Figure 1 shows
our workflow for searching potential BMSs. To screen out
BMSs, only ferromagnetic (FM) semiconductors with
magnetic moments larger than 0.5 μB, bandgap Eg between 0
and 2 eV (0 eV < Eg < 2 eV), and decomposition energy Edec
less than 0.1 eV/atom were considered as potential candidates.
Here, the decomposition energy Edec is defined as the energy
required to decompose the compound to its most stable
materials.14 There are 284 materials satisfying the criteria.
Further screening the materials with the BMS property results
in 84 candidates. The number of structures in each screening
condition is shown in the upper panel of Figure 1b. The
bottom panel in Figure 1b shows the structural distribution of
the 284 semiconductors. Nearly half of the energetically
favorable structures are HSCs and 29.6% of them are BMSs,
where 10.6% are BMSs from the top-down approach and 19%
are BMSs from the bottom-up approach. Here, the structures
from the top-down approach are exfoliated from existing
layered materials, while those from the bottom-up approach
are obtained by chemical substitution of those from the topdown approach. The electronic structures of the 22.5%
structures have not been calculated in the database. Therefore,
we do not take them into consideration.
Then, a second screening was adopted to confirm the BMS
character of the 84 candidates. As only FM configuration was
considered for magnetic materials in the 2DMatPedia database,
the ground states (GS) of them need to be further investigated.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The first-principles calculations were carried out with the density
functional theory (DFT) implemented in the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP).19 For high-throughput screening BMSs
from the 2DMatPedia database,14 we adopted the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) in the form of the Perdew−Burke−
Ernzerhof (PBE)20 for the exchange-correlation potentials. The
projector-augmented-wave (PAW)21 pseudopotentials were used
with a plane wave energy of 520 eV. The GGA+U method with
Dudarev’s approach22 was applied for transition metal oxides and
fluorides for the initial ground state identification, where the effective
U parameter Ueff = U − J values were chosen as default values in the
pymatgen package.23 A Monkhorst−Pack24 Brillouin zone sampling
grid with a resolution of 0.02 × 2π Å−1 was applied. A 20 Å vacuum
layer was used to avoid the interlayer interactions along the c
direction. For each magnetic structure, atomic positions and lattice
parameters were relaxed until all the forces on the ions were less than
10−2 eV/Å. The electronic structures were calculated with a hybrid
functional HSE06,25 where a mixing parameter of 25% was adopted
for the exact-exchange term. Phonon spectra were calculated using the
finite displacement method implemented in the PHONOPY code26
to determine the lattice-dynamical stability of the structures. For
3233
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Table 1. Four Prototypes of the Screened 11 BMSs

Figure 2. Density of states for the 11 BMS candidates: (a) ScCl2, (b) ScBr2, (c) ScI2, (d) YCl2, (e) YBr2, (f) LaBr2, (g) NiCl2, (h) NiBr2, (i) CuCl2,
(j) Ta3Br8, and (k) Ta3I8, where the Fermi level was set to zero. The M in the legend represents magnetic elements in the compounds, where M =
Sc/Y/La/Ni/Cu/Ta. The HSE06 functional was adopted here.

We first generated different magnetic configurations for them
as described in Note 2 in the Supporting Information and
compared the total energies to identify the ground state. Only
ferromagnetic semiconductors were left. Then we checked the
robustness of the FM ordering of them against a serial of
Hubbard Ueff, which accounts for the strong correlation of d/f
electrons, and the results are demonstrated in Figures S1 and
S2. Next, phonon dispersions were calculated for the remaining
ones to confirm their lattice-dynamical stabilities (see Figure
S3). Finally, HSE06 functional was adopted to calculate their
electronic structures. After these procedures, the 11 most
promising BMSs were screened out.
Table 1 shows the crystal structures of the screened 11
BMSs. These materials can be further categorized into four
structural types: CuF2 type, H-TaS2 type, Nb3Br8 type, and
CdCl2 type. In these materials, monolayer NiCl2 and LaBr2 are

predicted to be easily exfoliated from their layered bulk
form,32,33 and monolayer NiBr2 has been experimentally
achieved.34 The others are theoretical predictions. Their lattice
parameters are summarized in Table S1. We noticed that some
of them have been predicted elsewhere with high Curie
temperatures.35 Then, the electronic structures are investigated
with an HSE06 functional. The density of states of them are
displayed in Figure 2, and the corresponding electronic
structures are summarized in Figure S4. It is obvious that all
of them are spin-polarized and have opposite spin directions
for CBM and VBM, which is the main characteristic of BMS.
We note that monolayer NiBr2 has a helimagnetic order below
27 K in experiment,34 indicating that NiBr2 is not a good
candidate for BMS.
Now, we try to get insight into the formation mechanism of
BMS for these candidates. The BMS feature of them can be
3234
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of atomic coordination (left), energy levels and electron occupation of d orbitals (middle), and density of states
(right) for (a) CuCl2, (b) YBr2/YCl2/LaBr2/ScCl2/ScBr2/ScI2, (c) Ta3Br8/Ta3I8, and (d) NiCl2/NiBr2. Here, Δc is the gap induced by crystal field
splitting and Δs is the spin gap caused by spin-exchange interaction. The right panel of each subgraph shows the projected density of states of d
orbitals for CuCl2, ScCl2, Ta3Br8, and NiCl2 for a direct comparison with the middle schematic diagram.

understood from the crystal field theory point of view. Here,
we take CuCl2 as an example. Figure 3a shows the atomic
coordination of Cu in CuCl2. Under the square planar crystal
field, the d orbitals of Cu split into four groups: dxz/dyz, dz2, dxy,
and dx2−y2 with splitting energy Δc. Due to the spin-exchange
interactions, these energy levels further split into spin-up and
spin-down subgroups with a spin-exchange splitting Δs. Thus,
under the electron configuration of Cu-3d9, one unpaired
electron occupies the spin-up channel of the dx2−y2, leading to a
magnetic moment of 1.0 μB/formula. The BMS band structure
forms as the crystal field splitting Δc is larger than the spinexchange splitting Δs. Here, Δc is the gap between the dxy and
the dx2−y2 of the spin-down channel, and Δs is the gap between
spin-up and spin-down channel of the dx2−y2 orbital. The other
compounds can be explained in a similar way. In the H-TaS2
structural type, the d orbitals of Sc/Y/La in ScCl2/ScBr2/ScI2/
YCl2/YBr2/LaBr2 split into dz2, dxy/dx2−y2, dxz/dyz under a
triangular prism crystal field with one electron occupying the
lowest dz2 of the spin-up channel. In the Nb3Br8 structural type,
the d orbitals of Ta in Ta3Br8/Ta3I8 split into t2g (dxy/dxz/dyz),
and eg (dx2−y2/dz2) under the octahedral crystal field. These
orbitals further split into 1e, 1a1, 2e, 2a1, 3e, 1a1 energy levels
due to the formation of the Ta3Br13/Ta3I13 cluster with one
electron occupying the spin-up channel and an unoccupied 2a1
orbital in the spin-down channel.36 In CdCl2 structural type,
the d orbitals of Ni in NiX2 (X = Cl, Br) split into t2g (dxy/dxz/
dyz), and eg (dx2−y2/dz2) under the octahedral crystal field. The
t2g orbitals are fully occupied and two electrons occupy eg
orbitals of the spin-up channel. The common feature of them is
that the electronic states of the magnetic atoms in VBMs and
CBMs come from the same orbital but belong to different spin
channels caused by spin splitting exchange interaction. This is
confirmed by the electron density of their valence band and
conduction band (Figure S5), which show the corresponding
orbital characters (e.g., dx2−y2 orbital shape for Cu in CuCl2, dz2
orbital shape for La in LaBr2). The bandgaps of them are
mainly determined by the spin-exchange splitting Δs rather
than crystal-field-induced gap Δc, because Δs is always smaller
than Δc for the 11 BMS candidates. This is coincident with a
previous report that the strength of on-site Coulomb repulsion
and the crystal field effect plays an important role in the
formation of BMSs.37 Here, we summarize that choosing 4d/
5d transition metals and ligands with large electronegativity

can effectively reduce spin-exchange splitting, enhance crystal
field splitting, and consequently lead to the formation of BMS.
For practical applications, the key to realizing bipolar
manipulation in experiments, i.e., both electron and hole
doping, is determined by electron affinity (EA, ECBM − Evac)
and ionization potential (IP, EVBM − Evac), where Evac is the
vacuum energy. The deeper the IP is, the harder the electron
can escape from the material; the shallower the EA is, the more
difficult the electron can dope into the material. Hosono et al.
summarized that electron doping can be achieved when EA is
lower than −3.8 eV and hole doping is easy when IP is higher
than −6 eV.38 The calculated EAs and IPs for the BMS
candidates are summarized in Figure S6. Ta3Br8/Ta3I8 have
proper EA and IP that is appropriate for bipolar doping, where
the CBM and VBM are located at −3.68 eV/−3.65 eV and
−4.74 eV/−4.58 eV, respectively.
Despite our endeavor to search 2D BMSs in the database,
this kind of materials are still rare in the monolayer form,
especially with high tunability and suitable band edges.
Figuring out a design principle for BMS is highly important.
It should be noted that the most screened out 2D magnetic
semiconductors are HSCs. It is desirable to create BMSs from
these HSCs. Inspired by a recent report about construction of
topologically nontrivial magnetic semiconductor by stacking
two topologically trivial FM semiconductors,18 we stack two
HSCs with intralayer FM ordering to form a heterostructure
with type-II band alignment. In this heterostructure, the CBM
is from one layer while the VBM is from the other layer.
Usually, the interlayer coupling is weak and does not influence
the intralayer coupling. Two cases may occur according to the
interlayer coupling. The first one is that the interlayer coupling
is antiferromagnetic (AFM). In this case, the CBM and VBM
of the heterojunction belong to two opposite spin channels,
which is the desired BMS shown in Figure 4a. The second case
is that the interlayer coupling is FM. In this case, the
heterojunction is still an HSC, in which the VBM and CBM
are from the same spin channel (Figure 4b).
To verify our hypothesis, we choose the van der Waals FM
semiconductors CrI3 and VI3 as an example, which were
experimentally synthesized.39−41 The bulk phase of VI3 and
CrI3 are layered materials with similar structures: at high
temperature (HT), they adopted the C2/m space group, and at
low temperature (LT), they crystallize with the R3
3235
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semiconductors with HSC band structures,12,41,43−45 though
monolayer VI3 has not been obtained yet to the best of our
knowledge. We also reproduced the insulating state for
monolayer VI3 to ensure the validation of our simulations
(see Note 3 in the Supporting Information).
We constructed CrI3/VI3 heterostructures with the lowtemperature AB and high-temperature AC1 stacking modes
shown in Figure 5a,b, where the mismatches are less than 0.6%.
The AC1 stacking mode can be obtained by shifting the upper
layer of the AB stacking structure with a vector of 1/3 b⃗. By
comparing the total energies of interlayer-FM and interlayerAFM coupling for these two stacking modes, we found that the
ground state of AB stacking is FM, while that of AC1 stacking
ordering is AFM. The electronic structures of them are shown
in Figure 5c,d, respectively. It proves our assumption that FM
stacking of HSCs leads to HSC, while AFM stacking of HSCs
produces a BMS. Besides, the projected band structure (Figure
S7) shows that the CBM is mainly contributed by VI3, and
VBM contributed by CrI3, which is indeed a type-II
heterojunction. We further examined the influence of spin−
orbit coupling (SOC) on the band structure for AC1 stacking
structure. As shown in Figure S8, though the band
degeneracies at some K points are broken, the spin states of
the CBM and VBM do not change. Besides, we found that the
interlayer coupling of AC1 stacking mode is sensitive to
Hubbard U values (Figure S9), which is also found in bilayer
VI3.44 We notice that the AFM ground state can be obtained
by using the U values adopted in Materials Project46 and those
from linear response method.29,30 Here, the U values we used
were calculated by the linear response method.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram for designing BMS by layer stacking.
Here, we consider two half-magnetic semiconductors (HSCs) with
type-II band alignment, namely, the CBM and VBM come from
different layers. (a) When interlayer coupling is AFM, the
heterojunction is a BMS, where CBM and VBM have opposite spin
directions. (b) When the interlayer coupling is FM, the heterojunction is still an HSC.

structure.39−41 The difference between the HT and LT
structures lies in the stacking ordering, and the intralayer
structure is nearly intact. Moreover, at LT, both of them are
ferromagnets, which are considered as Ising magnets.39,41,42
The monolayer form of them is predicted to be FM

Figure 5. (a) AB stacking and (b) AC1 stacking of the CrI3/VI3 heterojunction. Here, I atoms are omitted for clarity. AB stacking ordering can be
obtained by shifting the upper layer of AC1 stacking structure with a −1/3 b⃗ vector indicated in part b. (c,d) Spin resolved band structures for AB
and AC1 stacking ordering, respectively. The ground state FM coupling for AB and AFM coupling for AC1 stacking was adopted. (e) Transition
path from AB to AC1 stacking. The z-axis of every atom was relaxed and the others are fixed. The spin−orbit coupling was ignored here. (f)
Supposed electric field transistor with top and bottom gates. (g) The energy difference between interlayer the FM and AFM configuration under an
electric field.
3236
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By comparing the total energies of the AB and AC1 stacking
structures, we found that AB stacking ordering is more stable
than that of AC1 stacking, indicating that AC1 is a metastable
stacking ordering, consistent with the reference.47 We further
calculated the transition path from AB to AC1. The result is
shown in Figure 5e. Similar to the result of bilayer CrI3,29 there
is a barrier around 38 meV/cell in the transition path, which
may hinder the sliding from AC1 to AB stacking. Thus, we
believe that AC1 stacking can be achieved in the experiment.
In manipulating the spin direction of BMSs, applying a gate
voltage is a direct way to tune the Fermi level and change the
doping type. For heterostructures, i.e., the CrI3/VI3 bilayer
here, it is crucial to control the doping type separately for each
layer, because the VBM and CBM come from different layers.
Here, we propose to use a field effect transistor with both the
top gate and bottom gate to separately dope different carriers
into each layer by the electric field (see Figure 5f). It is
supposed that the system is electron-doped for the top layer
when Vtg > Vbg, while it is hole-doped for the bottom layer
when Vtg < Vbg. We then calculated the ground state of CrI3/
VI3 bilayer under a finite electric field. By applying a forward
and backward electric field, the system keeps the interlayer
AFM state as shown in Figure 5g. Thus, the AFM state is
robust against the electric field (within ±0.1 eV/Å). Also, the
spin direction of the CrI3/VI3 bilayer can be tuned under the
field effect transistor.
Another example is the CrSCl/CrSBr bilayer system. Both
CrSCl and CrSBr are HSCs with intralayer FM coupling (see
Note 4 in the Supporting Information), in good agreement
with previous reports.35,48,49 The lattice mismatch of the
CrSCl/CrSBr bilayer we constructed is less than 3%. Under
interlayer FM coupling, the bilayer system is still an HSC. Also,
it becomes a BMS with interlayer AFM coupling. The
electronic structures of them are shown in Figure S10. This
again verifies our proposed design method of BMS. However,
the energy difference between FM and AFM interlayer
coupling is tiny and is sensitive to strains (see Note 4 in the
Supporting Information), suggesting that it is not a robust
BMS. However, it indicates that we can tune the interlayer
coupling by introducing strain. Moreover, this tunable band
alignment induced by switchable interlayer magnetism makes it
a promising material for spin-constrained optoelectronic
application and photoexcitation induced spin carrier injection.50,51
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, by high-throughput calculation, we screened out
11 promising 2D BMSs from the 2DMatPedia database. Three
of them are easily exfoliated from their bulk form, and two of
them have proper ionic potential and electronic affinity which
are suitable for bipolar doping. By analyzing their electronic
structures, we ascribe the formation of BMS to the strong
crystal field effect and low spin-exchange interaction. Moreover, we proposed that BMS can be obtained by stacking two
half semiconductors with type-II band alignment and interlayer
antiferromagnetic coupling. This approach was verified in
CrI3/VI3 and CrSCl/CrSBr heterostructures. This spindependent transport phenomenon in BMSs will serve as a
good platform in both fundamental research and applications
of spintronic devices.
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